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Beatus Vir Monteverdi (1567-1643) 

Monteverdi wrote both secular and sacred music in abundance, but for the last 
thirty years of his life he was Director of Music at St. Mark's in Venice, when the 

religious element was obviously dominant. 
Two of his settings of Psalm 112 exist: one in five parts, and the one we sing 

tonight, which is in six parts: "Blessed is the man that feareth the Lord, that 
dclighteth greatly in his commandments." 'The words are encouraging and 
cheerful, and this is reflected in the jollity of the music, which moves nimbly in short 
phrases. These pass from one section of the choir to another. A link is provided by 
two solo violins, which play running themes, frequently in canon. There is a very grand 

Gloria to finish with. 
There are three sections: the first and the last have 4 solid beats to the bar, 

while the middle section has only 3, making it feel more dance-like. Tonight we have 
incorporated a little more solo work in the piece to provide contrast. . 

Funeral l\1usic 

Rejoice in the Lord 

Purcell (1659-1695) 

Herny Purcell was the outstanding English composer of the second 
half of the 17th century. When only twenty years old he was appointed organist of 
Westminster Abbey, at the princely salary of £10 per year! The arrival of William and 

Mary on the throne ofEngland in 1688 gave him real patronage, and much of his better 
known music is from this later period. 

Early in 1695 Mary died, and Purcell composed the first piece of his music we 
are to sing in her honour and memory. The original performance was accompanied by 

trumpets and muffled drums. It is music of the utmost majesty and solemnity, with 
amazing dissonances, indicative of real anguish. ~urcell and Queen Mary had been 

great friends, and this music expresses a genuine sorrow at her early death, as well as a 
formal griev.ing for the monarch's wife. Later in the same year the music was 
perf onned at Purcell's funeral, following his own untimely death. 

The second piece is in complete contrast. The opening orchestral section 
gives it its familiar name: The Bell Anthem. There are parts for three soloists, and 
the choir plays a relatively minor role. 

We dedicate these two pieces to the memory of Jim Noble, for many years the 
conductor of Staveley Choral Society, and for many more years its President. 

As a tribute to his years of service, the choir will stand and observe a minute's 

silence at the conclusion of the Funeral Music. We invite the audience to join us. 

Applause is clearly inappropriate after the Funeral Music, but we welcome it at 
the end of the Bell Anthem. 



Vox Dicentis: Clama! E.W. Naylor (1867-1934) 

Naylor was a Cambridge musician who spent many years as organist of 

Emmanuel College. This piece was written for King's College Choir in 1911, and is full 

of the grandeur associated with the building and the choir. It is an 8-part 

unaccompanied motet sung in Latin, which matches the music rather better to the 

words than the English translation. The words are a passage from Isaiah, suitable for 

Advent. 
There are three clearly divided sections. The first begins in a declamatory 

manner: "Hark! a voice is calling ... " but goes on to describe mankind as "withering as 

the grass ... ", though ... "the word of God stands for ever." The second section is fugal. 

starting with a single voice and building into a grand, full sound: "Up the heights of the 

mountains now .. .lift up thy voice." As the fugue ends there are triumphal chords to 

the words "Say to the cities of Judah: ... God is with us!" This section ends quietly 

with an immense chord of C major, with voices spread over three and a half octaves. 

The final section begins with the word "Ecce!" ... meaning "See Him!" God is 

described first in triumphal tenns as "The King of the earth and the heavens ... " in 

trumpet-like chords but finally he is described as a shepherd with his flock and the 

music ends pastorally and gently. It is a thrilling and varied work within its eight 

minutes, and uses soloists and fully choir in sharp contrasts. 

Orchestral Item conducted by Charlotte Sefton: 

Concerto Grosso in D Minor Vivaldi (1678-1741) 

Jenny Hewitt-Jones (violin) 

Wendy Cann (violin) 

Stephen Lawrence (cello) 

MassinC Schubert (1797-1828) 

This fairly short mass incorporates the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, 

Benedictus and Agnus Dei. The Benedictus is a soprano solo, but all the other 

movements use the same fonnula: a quartet of soloists contrasted with the rest of the 

choir. The orchestral parts provide a great deal of colour to the overall effect of the 

music. This tuneful work is a small gem from one of music's most supreme and 

apparently effortless melodists. 
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Sadly our regular conductor John Bodiley 

has been unable to conduct this concert 

through ill health. We wish him a 

complete and rapid recovery and look 
forward to seeing him back in action next 

season. 

We are most grateful to James Palmer for 
taking over as conductor at very short 

notice. 

We are always looking for new members 

of the choir. Please contact a choir 

member if you would enjoy singing on 

Monday evenings. 


